PROJECT ADVENTURE: Problem Solving & Initiatives

21st CCLC Summer Conference
Tuesday, July 12th, 2016 1:00PM-2:15PM
Forrest E. Carter Jr., M.Ed. forrest@sys-nh.org

Invitations/Openers

Yoga Poly Spots/Exercise Poly Spots (OR Walking/Running around the designated area)

Perfect Circle (Bdays)

Lollipop Check-In

Initiatives/Problem Solving

Poppers Stunt & Tag (Individual/Partners/Stunts/Tag)

Numbers Challenge

Have You Ever (Nutrition, Bullying, Substance Abuse, Make Up Your Own, etc.)

Triangle Tag (Bullying link and using your supports)

Dolphin Golf (With Hula Hoops and Deck Rings, making goals, getting to a certain line in the smallest amount of throws, etc.)

Stargate

Circle the Circle

Turning Over A New Leaf

Pigs In a Blanket (1. How high can you get it. 2. How many times can you get it up and on the flag. 3. How many times can all the teams rotate the item in the air?)

Alphabet Team Challenge